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General Education Governance Board 
October 14, 2020 

https://ge.calpoly.edu/governance/gegb 

 
MEMBERS 
 
Helen Bailey Office of the Registrar – Evaluations; Kaila Bussert PCS – Library; Rachel Fernflores CLA – 

Philosophy; Samuel Frame CSM – Statistics; Bruno Giberti Academic Programs and Planning; John Jasbinsek 

CSM – Physics; Gary Laver GEGB Chair / CLA – Psychology and Child Development; Bwalya Malama CAFES – 

NRM&ES; Andrew Morris Academic Programs and Planning; Phillip Nico CENG – Computer Science; Sam Park 

ASI; Dustin Stegner CLA – English; Vacant – CAED & OCOB 

GUESTS 

Daniel Parsons Office of the Registrar 

Elaine Thurmond Office of the Registrar 

 

 
AGENDA 
 
Gary Laver, GE Governance Board Chair, called the meeting to order at 3:13 p.m. 

 
A. Announcements 

1. No announcements. 

 

B. Continuation of curricular review 

1. Gary let the GEGB know that he approved COMS R101, COMS R126, CM R317, STAT 

R312, STAT R321, and STAT R350. These courses were ones where, once returned, the 

GEGB said Gary could approve if their concerns were addressed.  

1. The GEGB reviewed STAT R313 prerequisites and had no concerns. Course was 

approved. 

2. FSN 274. The GEGB reviewed the consultation memo for FSN 274. Gary has a meeting 

with the FSN faculty tomorrow (October 15) to discuss. The Board will wait to discuss 

the proposal at the next meeting. 

3. ENGL 130 was approved for deactivation. 

4. ENGL R132 was reviewed, and the GEGB expressed concerns regarding the course 

guidelines and expanded course content. The GEGB also discussed sending a direct note 

to the department regarding moving information from the EOs to ECCs. 

a. Course was rolled back. Due 10/26. Gary can approve if concerns are adequately 

addressed. 

b. The Board also asked Gary to send a direct note to the proposers explaining 

their comments regarding the course criteria mapping.  
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5. HIST R354 was rolled back with the request that the proposers consider proposing this 

course for Upper-Division D or to include more math within the expanded course 

content. Due 10/26 

a. The GEGB will review once returned.  

 

C. GE Pilot Pathways Program 

1. Gary provided a summary of his meeting with Cem Sunata (Registrar), Helen Bailey, 

Daniel Parsons, and Shannon Sullivan-Danser. In short, the Office of the Registrar would 

not be able to code or track the progress of students within a pathway due to technical 

and resource limitations.  

2. The GEGB discussed other ways where students could be tracked as well as whether and 

how students could receive official credit on their (unofficial) transcript once it’s 

completed.  

3. The Board also reviewed how a culminating experience would be important for students 

to complete before receiving credit.  

4. The pilot program would help address some of these concerns before it is scaled to be 

available for students.  

5. The GEGB will continue to discuss at the next meeting. 

 

D. Proposed General Education Breadth Requirements by Chancellor’s Office 

1. Cal Poly received the draft statements for the new General Education Breadth 

Requirement resolution; each campus will be able to share comments with the 

Chancellor’s Office. This work will continue through the end of the month. 

 
Meeting concluded at 5:03 p.m. 


